
The perfect temperature, every time. 

Ember corporate gifting program



The perfect 
addition to 
their morning

Give your clients, employees or VIPs a 

gift they will truly appreciate - day in 

and day out.





“The best gift I could have 
given a coffee lover.”
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Ember Mug 2
10 oz

Ember Mug 2
14 oz

Travel Mug 2+
12 oz

Ember Cup
6 oz

Our Products
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Introducing

The all-new Ember Tumbler boasts a 

16 oz capacity and 3 hours of battery 

life, plus two included lids. Learn 

more on page 11. 
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Ember Mug 2

Smart LED
Indicates when beverage 
has reached its perfect 
temperature and more.

Designed for home or office, the new Ember 

Mug² does more than simply keep your coffee 

hot. Our smart mug allows you to set an exact 

drinking temperature, so your coffee is never 

too hot, or too cold.

Temperature Range
 120°F - 145°F (50°C - 62.5 °C)
Select your temperature  
with the Ember app.

Auto Sleep
Intelligently senses  
when to turn on and off.



Ember Mug 2

Size

Colors

Battery Life

10 oz

Custom Options

Single-Color 
Pad Print

1.5 Hours

Multi-Color 
Pad Print

Laser 
Engraving
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Ember Mug 2
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Size

Colors

Battery Life

14 oz

Custom Options

Single-Color 
Pad Print

1.5 Hours

Multi-Color 
Pad Print

Laser 
Engraving



Ember Tumbler
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Size

Colors

Battery Life

16 oz

Custom Options

Single-Color 
Pad Print

3 Hours

Multi-Color 
Pad Print

Laser 
Engraving



The World’s First
Temperature Control Mug

now gives back

Ember has joined forces with (RED) to fight global health emergencies, like AIDS and COVID. 
100% of funds raised support life-saving programs in communities most in need.* 

*3% of the purchase price from all (Ember)RED Mugs goes directly to the Global Fund, with a minimum guaranteed donation of $100,000.



Ember Cup
Ideal for espresso-based drinks such as 

cappuccinos, cortados, and flat whites, the Ember 

Cup 6 oz offers a premium coffee experience that 

does more than keep your coffee hot.  Enjoy your 

expertly crafted hot drink —just the way you like it— 

from the first sip to the last drop.

Smart LED
Indicates when beverage 
has reached its perfect 
temperature and more.

Temperature Range
 120°F - 145°F (50°C - 62.5 °C)
Select your temperature  
with the Ember app.

Auto Sleep
Intelligently senses  
when to turn on and off.



Ember Cup
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*Laser engraving is not available for Metallic Collection

Size

Colors

Battery Life

6 oz

Custom Options

Single-Color 
Pad Print

1.5 Hours

Multi-Color 
Pad Print

Laser 
Engraving



Ember  
Travel Mug 2+
Designed to be used on-the-go, the Ember 

Travel Mug² does more than simply keep your 

coffee hot. Our smart heated travel mug allows 

you to set an exact drinking temperature and 

keeps it there for up to 3 hours, so your coffee 

is never too hot, or too cold.

The Apple Find My network provides an easy, 

secure way to locate your Ember Travel Mug 

2+ on a map using the Find My app on your 

iPhone, iPad, or Mac, or the Find Items app on 

your Apple Watch.

Touch Displaty
Increase or decrease your 
temperature on the go by 
tapping the + or - symbol.

Temperature Range
 120°F - 145°F (50°C - 62.5 °C)
Select your temperature  
with the Ember app.

Auto Sleep
Intelligently senses  
when to turn on and off.



Ember  
Travel Mug 2+
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*Laser engraving is not available for Ember Travel Mug2

Size

Colors

Battery Life

12 oz

Custom Options

Single-Color 
Pad Print

3 Hours

Multi-Color 
Pad Print

Laser 
Engraving
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The Metallic 
Collection
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Ember Cup
6 oz

Ember Mug2

10 oz
Ember Mug2

14 oz

Copper Edition

For anyone looking to add a bit more warmth to 

their routine, the Copper Edition brings comfort 

to all morning rituals.
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Ember Mug2

10 oz
Ember Mug2

14 oz

Rose Gold Edition

This Ember Mug2 is perfect for avid rose gold 

collecters. The blush undertones foster a serene 

sipping experience.
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Ember Mug2

10 oz

Gold Edition

Our gold edition illuminates the room as a 

symbol of luxury. This alluring finish adds  

an element of prestige to any desk.
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Ember Mug2

10 oz

Stainless 
Steel Edition
This classic finish feels clean, straightforward 

and high-tech. This particular edition rests 

comfortably in almost any office environment.
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Custom 
Capabilities
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Single Color Pad Print

Direct single color pad prints use the 

Pantone color system and apply the 

ink via an offset printing process to 

transfer the ink from an etched plate  

to the mug surface.

Custom 
Capabilities

Multi Color Pad Print

Direct multi color pad prints use the 

Pantone color system and apply the 

inks via an offset printing process to 

transfer the inks from an etched plate 

to the mug surface.

Laser Engraving

Laser Etching vaporizes the material 

from the surface of the mug, revealing 

the stainless-steel underneath leaving 

a sleek and high quality finished logo.*

*Not available for Travel Mug2
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Sales@ember.com  |  ember.com/custom

Follow us


